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Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Here is
the beginning of a legend. Long before Camelot rose, a
hundred years before the myth of King Arthur was halfformed, at the start of the Red Century, the world was slipping
into a Dark Age. It is AD 367. In a frozen forest beyond Hadrian
s Wall, six scouts of the Roman army are found murdered. For
Lucanus, known as the Wolf and leader of elite unit called the
Arcani, this chilling ritual killing is a sign of a greater threat.
But to the Wolf the far north is a foreign land, a place where
daemons and witches and the old gods live on. Only when the
child of a friend is snatched will he venture alone into this
treacherous world - a territory ruled over by a barbarian
horde - in order to bring the boy back home. What he finds
there beyond the wall will echo down the years. A secret game
with hidden factions is unfolding in the shadows: cabals from
the edge of Empire to the eternal city of Rome itself, from the
great pagan monument of Stonehenge to...
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Reviews
A new e book with a brand new standpoint. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered
this ebook from my i and dad advised this publication to understand.
-- Ja da Fr a necki II
Here is the very best book i have got read through until now. I could possibly comprehended everything using this
composed e publication. You will not sense monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are
for concerning should you ask me).
-- Iz a ia h Schowa lter
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